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Stonewall's Workplace Equality Index* - Best Practice
"Top 25 in the Legal Sector" announced 
📯📢📣📯📢📣

*hereafter known as the Index

God can you *bear* the excitement?

Just *who* has made it on that list? 

Nail biting. All will be revealed.
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Two actual live-in-the-flesh Stonewall bods were in the room to give their expert

insights into how employers can improve their Index ratings (such sightings are

rare). 

Both were ‘Client Account Managers’ covering the legal sector.

‘Client Account Manager' simply means selling access to the Stonewall Index to

businesses. An excerpt from the job description is below, obviously role is

commercial.

Once recruited, a business is a member and able to purchase additional training,

climb up the Index, etc.
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In return Stonewall gets parasitic entry into the organisation, able to demand its

policies are implemented, failure in this respect means the org loses accreditation

within the Index award system (Investors in People has a similar business model).

Hence the evening was the chance for Stonewall’s salespeople to pitch to the audience

and potentially gain new recruits. Absolutely no promotional material was available

on the evening to take away. 

A highly secretive affair.

Index seems to be a huge bureaucratic paper-based exercise.

Law firms find it difficult to fill out because of a mismatch in vocab demanded by the

Index and the vocab the legal sector uses. InterLaw provides advice to law firms on

this as you can easily lose lots of points.

You don’t have to be part of the programme to fill out the Index (that’s something

Stonewall don’t shout about) but you only get guided feedback, etc, if you pay. 

Presentation from two Stonewall Client Account Managers.

One was She/Her, the other They/Them.

She/Her explained the Index is a benchmarking framework comprised of 10 sections.

Each Cycle last 3 years and ‘new questions’ would be released April 2020 ‘which was

very very exciting’. 😂

Although sector done very well, there was ‘so much work to be done around people

with multiple identities’ (don’t worry she didn’t mean people with multiple

personality disorder, but BAME LGBT). 
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There were 503 submissions last year (a satisfyingly small number of organisations

even if I do say so myself). 

As it’s now very difficult to get into Top 100 a new accreditation will be introduced of

Gold, Silver, and Bronze Employer awards so that those falling outside the Top 100

could still feel special.

Other new awards were Bi Inclusion, Trans Inclusion and Best Network Group.

Further new areas of focus for the next cycle would be Non-Binary Inclusion and

Intersectionality.

‘Non-binary people aren’t actually protected under the law’ said She/Her, but

Stonewall

‘would be asking organisations to go above and beyond the law to cater for non-

binary identities in the workplace’. 

They/Them said over 109,928 employees had completed the Stonewall survey, 7,547

worked at law firms and out of that 959 employees were ‘LGBT’.  61% were out.

19% apparently didn’t know how to report discriminatory behaviour.

They/Them said that’s why it’s so important that policies have absolutely zero

tolerance on 'homophobia, transphobia and biphobia’.

Policies should be explicitly inclusive, using gender neutral terms,

acknowledge diverse gender identities, diverse families, have a Transition at Work

policy and include a clear statement on LGBT inclusion. 

The Index would also measure success against:

-Gender neutral dress codes.

-Allowing staff to use toilets ‘as they see fit’.

-Access to own gender markers in databases (can I just say, I want to be Misc. S.

Stuart).

-Celebrate all the days of the never-ending Pride calendar (TDOR, Bi Visibility).

Network groups are very much the pillar of the Index.

They/Them explained that Network Groups can ensure Management keep to the

Programme, and gave lots of examples, and I suspect that it is the Network Lead’s job

to fill out a big section of the Index. 

They/Them said that Trans and Bi Allyship was lagging behind in the wider

community - this would be the new focus, especially as it was such a difficult time for

trans people.



Areas legal sector needed to focus on were monitoring and procurement. 

She/Her explained monitoring focus would be on sexual orientation and gender

identity - new terminology

would be available with the next Cycle. Monitoring would extend to recruitment,

lateral hires and across pay grades, and assessed on the Index.

Procurement (i.e. lateral hires) should have clear LGBT policies in the first place and

then once contract is awarded at a later stage

ask do they have a ‘Transition at Work’ policy? If they answer no, say to them ‘okay

we will review this in one year’s time to see how you’re doing’. 

This is the domino effect. 

Suppliers should also provide NB titles on databases and have community

engagement with LGBT

groups (e.g. whacking Mermaids a £50 donation should do it).

Client engagement: 

-Just like for procurement, before taking a client on, ensure they are LGBT friendly -

did they represent any anti-LGBT outfit?

-Do their front of house staff know not to misgender people.

Results from Index survey showed that only 26% of Bi people felt they had role

models. They also felt left out of workforce and community at large.

Actions needed:

-Celebrate Bi Visibility Day. 

-Bi-Representatives.

-Biphobia policy.

-Profile bi role models.

Indeed on checking my employer's LGBT Network group, the theme was on message

with Bi and Trans role models being discussed. It would be interesting if people

checked their own as an unscientific survey.

Trans inclusion:

-Only 19% of trans people surveyed felt they had visible role.

-44% felt that senior management were not committed to trans inclusion (not

commemorating TDoR).

-Only 65% had been partaken of Network activities (could be taken as proof of

intelligence).

Actions needed:

-Have Bi/Trans Rep - doesn’t need to a bi or trans person, can just be a named person

someone can come to to ask questions.

-Promoting all things Trans, encouraging ‘cisgender’ champions.

-Lobby HR to get NB titles included.



The all important Top 25 was read out.

0:00

Partner from Hogan Lovells spoke about how they dealt with the Index. Said they

don’t have a huge budget. 

(Hogan Lovells is an international law firm, with a probable turnover of billions, so

wonder what ‘huge’ means in that context.)

But anyway I learnt you don’t actually need to spend a lot of money on it, because as

the Partner explained there are plenty of work-arounds to get those all important

points.

As a law firm checking policies are in line with the Index is an easy win.

Community engagement - helping LGBT charities - is an easy win (also ensures that

only T-inclusive charities are being sponsored by corporates). 

Ally badges seem to do a lot of heavy lifting. 

Filling out the Index is time consuming because of the huge numbers of questions.

A Partner from Leigh Day spoke. 

Also had a ‘small budget’ to spend on the Index and the Network focussed on trans
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inclusion, and intersectionality. 

Held in-house events with other Networks (e.g. BAME) to cover intersectionality and

held events at different times

of day, including film screenings, etc, to reach the widest possible audience. 

Focussed on the T because it’s a hot topic. ‘Supporting people isn’t a debate’.

#nodebate 

Leigh Day specialises in human rights.

Risk assessment is carried out by LGBT Committee which vets all new clients, e.g.

there was any evidence of transphobia the client would be rejected. 

Again, Leigh Day specialises in human rights.

All the events held included a trans/NB perspective. 

Instead of going as a company to London Pride, they went to the Sparkle Weekend

instead. 

Sparkle is a transgender charity which provides training to businesses and the non-

profit sector.

A representative of the Solicitor Regulation Authority (SRA) spoke passionately about

what she had learnt about trans inclusion from Rachel Reese of Global Butterflies,

training provider for business sector on trans and non-binary inclusion (see clients)

Our Clients - Global Butterflies

https://globalbutterflies.com/our-clients/

SRA had done lots of case studies - available on website and would be continuing

with this and providing guidance to law firms on what they can do. 

They had achieved success through doing small things, like putting up posters in

kitchen areas.

I looked over at They/Them who had bored robotic look. Poor thing. This is Their

Job. 

In summarising, InterLaw recommended that firms seek out Global Butterflies,

especially for training front of house staff. 
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Be patient with procurement relationships.

They might be resistant at first, but as time goes by normally they come round,

however if there is no positive movement after 3 years, move on. 

Attending free InterLaw events will give you points. 

Everything needs to be referenced or you won’t get points (Index is a massive

paper exercise).

LGBT network holding lunch once a month will count - doesn’t have to cost money -

everyone can bring their own food. 

Pro bono work is normally part of ethos - so chose to do it with LGBT. 

Use InterLaw videos - you can insert them on your website for free.

The penny drops that Stonewall is happy to have InterLaw share free resources out to

the wider law community, so that Stonewall does not have to share resources free-of-

charge itself. 

In this way InterLaw provides a service to Stonewall to get the largest number of law

firms on

board with Stonewall policy. This is a massive massive win for Stonewall and their

way into the legal sector. 

They/them said include pronouns on emails, provide lanyards, mugs (official merch

only, *not* off Alibaba). Also allies should only be allowed mitts on merch if they

have passed muster. 

Allen & Ovary had a pledge board in which allies could pledge alliance to the Rainbow

Reich during the year long Pride season last year, the hets there loved it so much that

when the time came to take it down they screeched ‘don’t! we love it too much’.

Another way to kill two birds with one stone, was intersectionality and InterLaw bod

had been inviting a token trans woman along to the last eight IWD events at his

workplace. Worked a treat.

Stonewall are nothing if not effective. Hogan Lovells itself has abandoned the law in

favour of the Index.

Alan Henness Esq.
@zeno001

Hi @HoganLovells 

I note you are ranked 17 on @stonewalluk's 'Top 100 Employers 
2020' list.
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See Alan Henness Esq.'s other Tweets

The Full List: Top 100 Employers 2020
Our Top 100 Employers 2020. Below is the full list of all organisations
that make up our Top 100 Employers 2020. Every organisation
stonewall.org.uk

Another development from Stonewall will be a Global Index ...
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